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HIGHER-ORDER SINGLE-STEP FULLY DISCRETE 
APPROXIMATIONS FOR NONLINEAR SECOND-ORDER 
HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS 
LAURENCE A. BALES 
Department of Mathematics. University of Tennessee. Knoxville, TN 37996-1300. U.S.A. 
Abstract--Error estimates are proved for finite-element approximations to the solution of an initial 
boundary value problem for nonlinear second-order hyperbolic partial differential equations. Optimal 
order rates of convergence in L" are shown for single-step fully discrete schemes which are linearized 
by extrapolations. The order of accuracy v in time is 2, 3 or 4. A class of iterative methods for 
approximately solving the fully discrete quations is analyzed and optimal order rates of convergence 
are also obtained. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerns approximations to the solution u = u(x, t) of the fol lowing initial boundary 
value problem: 
u, = -L ( t ,  u)u + f(t, u) 
= ~ ~ (a jk (X , t ,u )OU~ _ ao(x , t ,u )u  + f (x , t ,u )  in f t  X [0, r] 
1 
j.k = 10Xj k OXk/I ( 1. I ) 
u = 0 in Oft x [0, "r], 
u(0) = u ° ,u,(0)  = u ° in f t .  
Here ft  is a bounded domain in R ~v, 1 -< N - 3, with sufficiently smooth boundary Oft and 
the functions u ° and u ° are given_in ft.  It will be assumed that (1. I) has a unique solution u(x, 
t) @ [m~, m21 for all (x, t) ~ f tx  [0, r]. Assumptions on the required smoothness of the 
solution will be made when needed. The coefficients and right-hand side in (1.1) will be assumed 
to satisfy a Lipshitz continuity condition on the interval M~ = [m~ - g, m: + g] for some 
> 0; i .e.,  for some positive constant L, 
[ajk(x, t, v) - ajk(x, t, w) I --- Llv - w l, 
[a0(x, t, v) - a0(x, t, w)[ -< Ltv - w[, (1.2) 
If(x, t, v) - f (x ,  t, w) I --< LIu - w l, 
for all (x, t) E ~ x [0, r] and v, w ~ M~. In addit ion it will be assumed that {aj~(x, t, 
~ is a family of symmetric,  uniformly positive definite matrices with sufficiently smooth v)}j~=, 
coefficients on D x [0, "r] x M~, that ao(x, t, v) >- 0 and that ao(x, t, v) and f (x ,  t, v) are 
sufficiently smooth on ~ x [0, " r ]x  Ms. 
For s - 0, 1 <- p -< ze, W"P(ft) = W"P will denote the usual Sobolev space (with norm 
I[']l,.p) of real-valued functions on D. The norm on W"-' = H s = H' ( I ) )  is denoted by II'IL- The 
inner product on L-'(Ft) = L z = H ° is denoted by (., .) and the associated norm by II'll. H 1 
denotes the subspace of functions in H ~ that vanish (in the sense of trace) on 0ft.  II'[L" denotes 
the norm onL  ~ = L~(f~). I f (X ,  ll'llx) is a Banach space and 1 -<p-< zc LP(0, t ;X )  will be 
the space of strongly measurable functions u: (0, t) --~ X such that 
Ilvllc,o,~l = IIv(s)[l~ ds < :c, 
with the usual modif ication if p = ~. 
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Define Y = {g ~ I,V ~ such that g(x) ~ ,,1,18 tbr all x ~ P.}. For 0 -< t -< -r and g ~ Y, 
L(t, g) is a self-adjoint elliptic operator on L'- with domain De = H-' N H~}. Also, for g ~ Y 
the bilinear form a(t. g)(., .), defined by 
a(t, g)(cb, tb) = ~, ajk(t, g) - - - -  + ao(t, g)cb+ dx (1.3) 
j .  Oxj O.v~ , 
for cb, ~ ~ H ~, is coercive o,/er H~ × H~. For f E L z and g ~ Y, T{t, g}f =- w ~ De is defined 
as the solution of the problem 
L( t ,g )w = f in fL  w = 0 on0~.  (1.4) 
With L(t) -= L(t, u(t)) and T(t) - T(t, u(t)) for t ~ [0, "r], L(t} and T(t) are a smooth family 
of bounded operators (for l - 0) from H ~'2 CI Dr, to H t and from H t to H >--" A DL, respec- 
tively. 
In Sec. 2 a semidiscrete approximation uh to the solution u of (1.1) is defined. In Sec. 3 
the semidiscrete equation and a class of single-step methods (which have order 2 <-- v - 4) for 
approximately solving stiff ordinary differential equations are used to define a fully discrete 
approximation to u. Extrapolations are used to linearize the fully discrete quations at each time 
step. In Sec. 4, an optimal-order rror estimate is proved for the fully discrete approximation 
and, in Sec. 5, the same type of estimate is proved for schemes which use an iterative method 
to approximately solve the fully discrete quations at each time step. 
This work is a generalization of the work in [11 for linear problems with time-dependent 
coefficients to the nonlinear problem (1.1). Techniques imilar to the ones in this work were 
used by Douglas, Dupont and Ewing[2] and Bramble and Sammon[3], where approximation 
schemes for nonlinear parabolic equations were analyzed. In [2] Douglas, Dupont and Ewing 
analyzed schemes which are second order in time and in [3] Bramble and Sammon analyzed 
schemes which are third and fourth order in time. Also, Ewing[4] has considered schemes 
which are second order in time for approximately solving nonlinear second-order hyperbolic 
equations. 
Semidiscrete approximations for linear parabolic equations with time-independent coeffi- 
cients were analyzed by Bramble, Schatz, Thomde and Whalbin[5] and fully discrete approx- 
imations for linear parabolic problems with time-independent coefficients by Baker, Bramble 
and Thom~e[6]. Fully discrete schemes (up to fourth order in time) for linear parabolic problems 
with time-dependent coefficients were analyzed by Bramble and Sammon[7]. Baker and Bram- 
ble[8] analyzed semidiscrete and single-step fully discrete approximations for second-order 
hyperbolic equations. An example of multistep Galerkin discretizations of parabolic and hy- 
perbolic equations is the work of Baker, Dougalis, and Karakashian[9]. 
Throughout his work C (sometimes used with a subscript) is used to denote a general 
positive constant which is not necessarily the same in any two places. 
2. SEMIDISCRETE APPROXIMATIONS 
Let 0 < h < 1 be a parameter, and {Sh}0<J,<~ a family of finite dimensional subspaces of 
W L~. A corresponding family of operators Th(t) which approximates T(t) and has the following 
properties i  assumed to be given. 
(i) Th is self-adjoint, positive semidefinite on L'-, and positive definite on Sh. 
(ii) There is an integer -2- 2, such that for integer j >- 0 there exists constants COt, j) and 
COO with 
(a) II(T 'j' "' - Th )fll ~ C(u ,  j)h'UH,-z, 
{b) I](T- L,}WHL ~ -- < C{u)h'llog hl%Twll~.~'' 
(2.1) 
for all f ~ H e-:. Tw ~ Wr.% 2 <-- s <- r, where T 'j' and T) '' denote the jth time derivative 
o fTandTe ,  respectively, and? = 0 i f r  > 2or0  < ~< :c i f r  = 2. 
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(iii) On Sh define Lh(t) = (Th(t)) -~ and L~k'(t) = dk/dP Lh(t). For integer k -> 0, there exists a 
constant C = C(u, k), which is independent of h, such that for t, s ~ [0, ":], 
I(L?'(t)do, do)] -< C(u, k)(Lh(s)d), do) for all do ~ S~. (2.2) 
(iv) The following inverse properties are satisfied: 
(a) (Lhda, do) <- Ch-'-(do, ¢),  (2.3) 
(b) IId0NL- < Ch-'V'-'l[¢l[, for all ~b ~ Sh. 
(v) For each t ~ [0, r] and g ~ Y, there exists a symmetric bilinear form ah(t, g)(', ") on 
W ~" x W ~,~ that is positive definite on S~ and an operator L,(t, g): Sh ~ Sh such that the 
following identities and estimates are satisfied: 
Lh(t, u) = Lh( t ) ,  (2.4) 
ah(t, g)(do, 0) = (L~(t, g)do, ¢), (2.5) 
(a) ((Lh(t, g) - Lh(t))t~, (b) ~ C]lg - u(t)llL=lZ L "-(t)¢ll ][/-.~'(t)do]l, (2.6) 
(b) ((Lh(t, g) - Lh( t ) )~,  do) <-- CIIg - u(t)[I ll¢llw,.~lZ~z(t)+[I for all ,5, + ~ Sh. 
An example of a family of operators atisfying the above assumptions is given by the 
following. Suppose Sh C Hg so that the elements of Sh vanish on 0fL Assume further that S~ 
has the approximation property 
inf {llw - xll + hltw - xlI,} -< Chl lwL  for 2 -< s -< r. 
x~S~ 
The operators Th: L 2"-o Sh are defined by a(t, u)(Tff, ×) = (f,  X) for all × ~ Sh, and the 
bilinear forms am(t, g)(', ") are the same as act, g)(', ") in (1.3). Verification of the estimates 
(2.6a, b) follows from the Lipshitz conditions on the coefficients in (1.2). For more details and 
other examples see Baker and Bramble[8], Bales[10], Bramble and Sammon[7], Bramble. 
Schatz, Thom6e and Wahlbin[5], Huang and Thom6e[l l ]  and Sammon[12]. 
From conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) above it follows that there exists a constant C which is 
independent of h such that for j -> 0 and s, t E [0, ~], 
]lTth2(s)L~J'(t)T~ Z(s)¢lt <- Clldoll (2.7) 
and 
IILl2(s)ThJ'(t)L~'-(s)doll < C11dotl (2.8) 
for all 6 E Sh. These estimates are proved in Bales[10]. Also, from (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) 
[(2.3a)] it follows that, for j  - 0 and s, t ~ [0, "r], there exists a constant C which is independent 
of h such that 
and 
IZ~J'(t)Th(s)¢ll ~ CIIdoll (2.9) 
IIt~(s)L~J'(t)+ll ~ Clfdoll (2.10) 
for all do ~ Sh. Proofs of the estimates (2.9) and (2.10) can be found in Bales[10] and Sam- 
mon[ 12]. 
w(t) = Th(t)L(t)u(t) will denote the "elliptic projection" of the solution u(t) of (1.1) into 
St, and P: L 2 -," Sh will denote the orthogonal L:-projection onto S~. In Bramble and Sammon[7]. 
the following estimate is proved. For m - 0, 2 -< s -< r and t ~ [0. r], there exists a constant 
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m 
Ilu'~'(t) - w~m'(nll ~ C(ll, m)h' ~ [[u'J'(t)lt,. 
1=0 
(2.11) 
Also, it follows from estimates in Bramble and Sammon[7] [using (2.9)] that 
m-2 
tlLh(t)w"~'(t)l[ ~ C(u, m) ~ [lu'J'(t)ll. 
j=2 
(2.12) 
From (2. lb) it follows that 
Ilu(t) - w(t)llc ~ C(u)hrllog hlqlu(t)ll .... (2.13) 
In this work it will be assumed that for t E [0, "r], j = O, 1, 
IIw'J'(t)lh,,= ~ C. (2.14) 
The hyperbolic problem (1.1) can be written 
Tu. + u = T f ,  u(O) = u °, u,(O) = u °. 
A semidiscrete approximation for the solution u is defined as the mapping uh: [0, -r] ~ S~ 
satisfying the linear problem 
rh(uO. + uh = Thf 
uh(O) = v °, 
(uO,(O) = v~ °, 
0 ----- t ~ "r. 
(2.15) 
where v ° and v ° are given elements of Sh. Equation (2.15) will be used to derive the fully 
discrete scheme in the next section. Note that if the coefficients or right-hand side in (1.I) 
depend on the solution u then the approximate solution operator Te or the function f in (2.15) 
also depends on u. 
3. FULLY  D ISCRETE APPROXIMATIONS 
The interval [0, v - k] is divided into M equal subintervals of length k and t, =- nk for 
n = 0, 1 . . . . .  M. The methods are based on the following single-step two-derivative formula 
(see Lambert[13]): 
y.+~ - y. = k(-qty~'+~ + p<~.) + kZ(-q:3'i i .~ + pz.V.). (3.1) 
For a smooth function y(t), y,,, y~,, and y~ approximate y(t,,). 
dv d-'v 
dt (t,,) and ~(tm)  form = 0, 1 . . . . .  M. 
The constants p~, p:, ql, and q2 determine the properties of a given method. 
The function.V[)'] defined by 
,~/[y] = y(t + k) - y(t) + k(q~y'(t + k) - p,y'(t)) + k:(qzy"!t + k) - pzy"(t)) (3.2) 
is associated with (3. I)..c/[y] is the truncation error of the single-step method and is used to 
define the order of the method. 
Definition 3.1 
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A method given by (3. I) is of order Y > 0, if.r/[t’] = 0 for j = 0, 1, . . , II and.r/ 
[t”+‘] f 0. 
Definition 3.2 
The stability region R associated with a method given by (3.1) is defined as R = {kX: 
where A is any complex number and k any positive number such that when the method is applied 
toy’ = Xy with y(t,J = y,, given and with constant step size k, the sequence bn}yC, satisfies 
I.vnl s Iv& 
For the methods given by (3.1). 1 5 v 5 4. It will be assumed in this work that 2 5 v I 
4 and that the stability region R contains the imaginary axis. Examples of methods satisfying 
the above assumptions are given in Bales[ 1) and Bramble and Sammon[7]. 
If the single-step method (3.1) has order v and y(t) is a function with v + 1 time derivatives 
then it follows by Taylor expansions that 
..‘/ly] = 1 
c+k (t + k - s)” 
~, y@+“(s) ds 
+ q,k 
i 
r+k (t + k - s)“--I 
(v - l)! 
y’” + ‘j(s) d.r 
I 
+ q:k? 
r+k (t + k - s)~-? 
(v _ 2)! Y’“‘“(S) ds. (3.3) 
In order to apply the single-step formula (3.1) to descritize the semidiscrete Eq. (2.15) in 
the time variable, (2.15) will be written as a first-order system. With +I,, = (;(I~,,) and I,, = 
C-L, b). (2.15) can be written 
0 






From (3.4) it follows that 
Equations (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5) can be used to derive the fully discrete approximation. 
This was done in Bales[ lo] for the linear homogeneous (f = 0) Eq. (1.1). For the nonlinear 
equation treated here the terms L‘ j,” and Pf(‘) in (3.5) will be replaced by difference quotients 
and extrapolation will be used to linearize the fully discrete equation which is derived from 
(3. l), (3.4) and (3.5). For 0 ZG m 5 M and g E Y the following notation will be used throughout 
the remainder of this work: 
q(x) = 1 + q,x + qz-r2, p(x) = 1 + p,,y + p$; 
L, = L(rm), L !? = LI’V,“), L,,(g) = Lh(tmr g,; 
1, = Jtst,“), J ;’ = 1 ;“(t,“), J!n()).= J/z(r,“n j); 
Qm = q(kl,), P, = p(k1,); 
a, = Q,,, + q2k’d :,!I, rj,,, = P,, + p?k’l 2’; 
f" = Pf(t,, dt,,)), f,“(g) = Pf(trn. g,; 
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f$ = Pf”‘(f,,, u(t,)). 




E (S, n Y) x S, and @*2 = E (S, n Y) x s, 
respectively, define 
A = q(kl..,(O;+‘)) + q:k2 
ln*&-2) - r”(u;) 
fl+i 
2k 
B, = p(k-f.(U;)) + pzk’ 
r,*,(ir;+‘) - d”_,((I;-‘) 
2k 
for n 2 1, (3.6) 
and 
B,, = p(ki,(CJ~:) + pzk’ 
- r:(O;, + 41,(@) - 31,(U9 
2k 
Using the above notation and motivated by (3. l), (3.4) and (3.5), the fully discrete equations 
are 
0 
A,U’ = B,U” + p,k 0 fo + p2k?
and for n 2 1, (3.7) 
The approximations 0’ - ’ and of’ T ’ are provided by extrapolations of previous time levels. 
These extrapolations are described in the following algorithm. Here P: L’ -+ S,, denotes the L’ 














U , v = 2, 
(-/I = U° + kPu,(O), v = 3, 
k 2 
U ° + kPu,(O) + -~Pu,,(O), v = 4, 
'U  , v = 2, 
0{ = ~U ° + 2kPu,(0), v = 3, 
[U  ° + 2kPu~(O) + 2k'-Pu,,(O), 1) = 4, 
in (3.6). Let U ~ be the corresponding solution to (3.7). If v = 2, go to step (5). 
(3) Set 
f2U l -  U °, 1) = 3, 0~ " l  
14UI 3U ° - 2kPu,(O), v = 4, 
and 
~3UI  - 2Ut °, 1) = 3, 
U~ = [ 9UI 8U ° - 6kPu,(O), v = 4, 
in (3.6). Let U'- be the corresponding solution to (3.7). If v = 3, go to step (5). 
(4) Set 03 = 3U~ - 3UI + U ? and 0~ = 6U~ - 8UI + 3U ° in (3.6). Let U 3 be the 
corresponding solution to (3.7). 
(5) For 1)-< n + 1 -<M,  set 
I 2U7 - U7 - l ,  
07 ÷l = ~3U7 3U7 -I + U7 -2, 
[4U'~ 6U7 -I + 4U~ '-2 - U7-3, 
1)-----2, 
1 )=3,  
1 )=4,  
and 
f 3U7 - 2U7 - I ,  ^ 
UT"" = /6U7 - 8U7 -1 + 3U7 -2, 
[10U7 - 20U7 -~ + 15U7--" -- 4U7 -3, 
v=2,  
v = 3) 
1J = 4)  
in (3.6). Let U "÷ ~ be the corresponding solution to (3.7). 
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4. ERROR ESTIMATES 
This section contains estimates for the difference between the fully discrete approximation 
U"" t defined in Algorithm 3.3 and the function 
(w(t. . , )  1 
W(t . . l )  = \w, I , (G+I ) / ,  
where w(t.+O = Th(t.+ t)L(t.+ t)u(t..t) is the elliptic projection of u(t.. l) into Sh. The analysis 
involves the inner products on Sh x S~ denoted by 
((6, tb)), = ((bt, t~t) + (L(t,,)~b,. t~:), (4.1) 
where 
can be complex-valued functions and t~ t and +: denote the complex conjugates of +t and tO,., 
respectively. The corresponding norm is denoted by 
IIl*lHn = ((*, ~))'o-', (4.2) 
for n = 0, 1 . . . . .  M. From (2.8) it follows that the norms lit'Ill,, and II['lll~ are equivalent for 
any integers m and n between 0 and M. 
From estimates in Bales[10], it follows that there exists a constant C > 0 which is inde- 
pendent of h and k such that for all qb E Sh × Se 
cHl*tll. -< ii',Q,,*rL, (4.3) 
cIHk-z.~lll,,--< ilIO.~lll°, (4,4) 
and, i f  q2 # O, 
cll lk 2-~ ~*111o -< !',[Qn¢'ll[.. (4.5) 
Also, if k is sufficiently small there exist positive constants C~ and C, such that 
c , I I IQ .* I I I .  - I I l~) . * lH~ -- c2lllQ°q~[[[. (4.6) 
for all dp E Sh x Sh. 
The error E" = U" - W(t.), for n = 0, 1 . . . . .  M,  wi l l  be estimated using the error 
equations 
Q,E'  = ~oe ° + (Ol - ~),)E 1 [ (0) 
+ -O_jW(h) + PoW(to) + plk So 
_ , f ,  
( o ) 
+ p2k: - f : (Oi)  + 4f,(01) - 3f0 _ f;~, 
2k 
0 / f , (Ul)  - f, 
-q ik ( f , (O l )  - f t )  - q'-k:~ f'-(O~k- fo 
+ (0t - AI)E l + (Bo - Po)E ° 
+ (0_1 - Ai)W(tt) + (Bo - Po)W(G) 
f ill ~) 
and, for n -> 1, 
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(4.7) 
Q,,.tE "+' = f~.E" + (Q.+I - O...OE "' l  [ (o) 
+ -Q.+tW(t . . , )  + f~.W(t.) + plk f .  
q C. )  _ _ q , .~ '~f f ° l  L 
+ p,_k'-( f" ) 
£2' 
f.(U7) - f .  ) 
p lk ( f . (uO\  ) .  _ f~  +p._k ' - ]  f"÷l((//7 +1) -2k f" - l (UT- l )  _ + f'2' 
/ s.., \ 
( 0 ) - ) - q tk  f .+ , ( ( _ /7+, )  _ f .+ ,  - qzg-\ ~ .  _ f~t+,  
+ (Q..+l - A.+I)E "'l + (B. - [~.)E" 
+ (0..+~ - a.+i)W(t.+O + (B. - [~.)W(t.), 
which are derived from (3.7). The following technical emma will be used to prove esumates 
for the last four terms in (4.7). 
LEMMA 4.1 
If g ~ Y and + ~ Sh, then there is a constant C which is independent of 12. k, g, and tb 
such that 
and 
i 1 '2 
- u(t..,)ilL=IlL... 
U2 < IIT.+,(L.+,(g) - L .+O+I I -  ~Cllg ,*11 
lCIIg u(t.+,)ll Ilmll,, .... 
(4.8) 
i IIg u(t.+ 1.: - , ) [k= l l L , *  ,~11. I I (L . - , (g)  - L .  + ,)¢11 
IIg u(t.+,)ll II* lw"=. 
(4.9) 
Proof. From (2.6) it follows that 
f u(t.+~)llLqlZ.:~+ll ~'- "- - ILL.+ ,(T.., +)11, tTI," r gCllg '" 
t .+, ,L. . t (g)  - L.+,)qs, 6) <- I.C[Ig u(t.+01l "-" '-" I1*I1.i ,~IIL. +, (T..~ +)11. 
Therefore, 
T" '  -- L . . , )+ ,  6) - .+ i(L.+i(g) 
I1+11 
f f l lg - u(t.+ ,)[IL=lltLT t~ll. 
"1 
(CIIg u(t.+ ,)ll II+llw, =. 
Equation (4.8) follows from these estimates. Similar estimates are used with (2.3a) to prove 
(4.9). • 
The techniques used to prove the estimates in the next lemma will be used to estimate 
several of the terms in (4.7). It follows from this lemma that if h, k, tI0]"-" - u(t.+z)Ek-, 
1107 +' - u(t,+ i)[[L= and Ilu'~ - u(t,)l[L= are sufficiently small and k <- C*h for any constant C*, 
then A,~. ~ is invertible so that U"" ~ is well defined in (3.7). 
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LEMMA 4.2 
For all dO E Sh × Sh. there is a constant C which is independent of h and k such that for 
0~ '-1 , U]'--" and U]' E Y, 
/z- 
I l l (An~_  ' - -  Qn+l)lff£)ll[n~l < C(  h ( l lg~ *1  l,(tn+l)llL ~ d-. - - hC, - zt(t.. 2)!1c~ I "7 . -2  
+ lie7 - z~¢r,,)l[,..o + k)l l lQ,. ,dol l l , , - , .  
Proof. Note that 
(4.10) 
( o Q~ qtk I -L , ,+1(07 +1) __ L,,.I 
+ q.k2( --L,,+l(O,l+l) + L,,.I 0 ) 
- 0 -L , , - I ( / - )~  '*1) + L , , - I  
( o Oo) 
"t t"- L,,+,_(Ut ) - L,,(U'() + 
2k 
It follows that (~ = (~,,:)) 
tlI(A~+, - 0 . - , )~111. . ,  ~ [q,lkllTL'2,(L.,~l - L,,.,(87-~))+,11 
^ . + I ~ ^ + ]q._lk:(llfL,., - L,.,(gq'*~))61ll + IIT,,z,/L,,+, - L,,_,(Ut '))+_.It) 
+ tq,_lk z 12 (L  n .2(07" ' )  -2k  L,(U]')) T , .  I 61 • (4.11) 
From (4.8) it follows that 
[IT~.?~(L.., - L..,((_/7+'))6,tl < Cllt¢¢t..,) - 07" I [~ I I L ) ,2 ,+H[  
and 
[ ,2  tiT..-l(L,,.i - -  L._ ,(07 ÷'))+211 ~ cIIz,(t.,.,) - uT*'IIL~IILL2-,~b:II. 
Also, from (4.9), 
C 
II(L~-, - L~--,(UT-'))+dl ~ ~-IIz,(tn~-,) - UY"IIL'IIL], ~-~+,ll. 
S ince  
L,+,(UI  -) - L,(U"I) L..:(U'~ ÷2) - Ln(UT) L . .2  - L., L._. -- Ln 4- 
2k 2k 2k 2k 
it follows from (4.8) and (2.7) that 
. _ , ,  / L . _ , (U '~- - ' )  - L~(U~)) 
q. K- ~ , ' :~  2/." 6~ -< Ck(Ht.?7--" - u(t,,-_.)llL~ 
+ ][U','- U(t.)]tL')llL~2ld)~]{ + Ck:]lLt,~,+,!!. 
Equation (4.10) follows from the above four inequalities. (4. l 1), (2.3a), and (4.3) and (4.4). 
Approximations for second-order hyperbolic equations 
The next six lemmas give bounds for terms in the error equation (4.7). 
LEMMA 4.3 
There is a constant C which is independent of h and k such that 
and 




{ w(t.÷,) ) ( 
Q,,+lW(t.+l) = \wlli(t.+i),] + qlk 
and 
(o) 
+ P.W(t.) + plk f .  
- q,k(fO+ 
P.W(t.) = \w(li(t.)] + plk _ 
it follows that 
(0) 
-Q.+,W(t .+, )  + P.W(t.) + p~k f. 
+ 
,) "k'/f"+ <-. Ck(h ~ + k~). (4.14) 
1 
w~t~(t"+ I) ) 
- PL(t. + l)u(t. + t) 
+ .(-PL(ft"+l)tt(t"+l) ~ 




+ p,k 2 d , 
" t -P~(Lu) ( t . ) )  
p,k'-( f"l qik(fO+,) - '2If"-  
+ - q2.t,:,:,) - \f~."] 
= _(w(t"+') I + (w(t") I - qikl/'w'i'(t"+l),~ _ q,k2 (Pu,,('.+l)l 
\wll'(t.+ t),/ \w~l~(t.)/ \Pu,,(t.+ t)/ " \Pu,,,(t~+l)/ 
• ['w'"('.)~ P,k"(Pu,,(t.) 
+ P'~eu,,(,.)) + - \eu,,,(,°)l' 
where P is the L 2 orthogonal projection onto Sh. It follows from estimates in Bales[ I] and (3.3) 
that 
-Q._nW(t.+n) + 13.W(t.) + pik f. + p. -tf]") \f..,/I 
JlJ - q,.k '[f"+''~ <-Ck ~, sup Ilu"'(t) - w'J'(t)ll + Ck ~+' 
is'."+,) . . ,  ,-0o . . . .  
Equation (4.14) follows from this estimate and (2. l l). 
Cld'~g.t 2: 4 / 5-0 
that 
I l l (Q.+,  - 0 .+, )E"+' I I I .+ ,  ~ C~IIIQ.+,E"+'IlI.+,. (4.13) 
Proof. These estimates follow from estimates given in Bales[10]. • 
LEMMA 4.4 
For n = 0, 1 . . . . .  M - 1, there is a constant C which is independent of h and k such 
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LEMMA 4.5 
There is a constant C which is independent of h and k such that for U7 and U'~ ~ ~ ~ Y. 
p,k( ,0 




) ( o ) 
f. - q,k f . _ t (07.~)  _ f..-, .-~ 
<-C[k(IIIQ.E'III. + hr)] + Ck',lO"-' - u(t.+,)l l .  (4.15) 
) ( o ) 
f,, - q,k f,,+,(O,~.,.L ) _ f,,--, ,.,-~ 
< k(Ip,I ": " IIT.+t(f.(U,) /.)11 + Iq, I ,2 - ° . , )  _ - - I T . . ( L+, (U ,  f,-t)[[), 
It follows from (1.2) and (2.11) that 
0 
Ck(llU7 - w(r=)/ ÷ h" ÷ 1107 +` - u(t,+ L)N)- 
Equation (4.15) follows from this estimate and (4.3). 
LEMMA 4.6 
There is a constant C which is independent of h and k such that for n = 1 . . . . .  M - 
1 and UT-I, UT, 07 +l and U7 +2 E Y, 
/ f.(UT) - f,., \ / f..,(07*]) - f.+, 
[.f,.,(07+') ~2 k" f,-i(U~-') - f~" ) - qzk"\(f'-2(OT"t) f,(Ui') pIk  I 
<-C[k(IIIQ.E"Ill. + I I tQ° - ,E ' - ' I I I . - ,  + (h'  ÷ km=+.;D 
+ 1107 +' - u(t.+,){I + 1107"; - u(to.:) l l ) l .  
__ £f t )  / n J n+l  +l / 
(4.16) 
Also, 
\[f~((Jl) - f~ ) f f ]~ '  + pzk'- 0 t 
<-,(0[)t  2k -  f0 - f2 (0~)  + 2k4f~(01) - 3fo _ f~t 1 
~ q2 k~ 
<-C[k ~ + kl[Oi - . ( t ; ) l  ÷ kilO] - u(t,)ll]. (4.17) 
Proof. The estimate (4.16) follows from the estimate 
p-k" ,+l(Ut ) - f,,+,(Ui f,,+,.(U7 + - f,(UT) ;~l, 
Tk - f~ - q,_k'- ~ - J,,..-t] ,,+~ 
IpzlkelIL(U7) -L I I  + IqzlkZllf.-,(U7 +') - f . -d l  
+ T~.7,(p,k'-(f'+'(OT+')- f'~'(UT-.) ~ - f,,, 
-q2k ' ( f "÷: (O '~ ' " ) - f " (UT) -¢ ' t ' ) )2k  J""  
and Eqs. (1.2), (2.11) and (4.3), since, for n >- 1. 
P:'k2(f"+l(OT+') - f"-'(UT-') ) ' '{f'-z( ~'-) - f'(UT) - f~" - q,s.-~ O" 2k - f~l~-I 
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= P'k'( f"÷'((JT+') " T.k f.-~(UT-') f..~ -~k f"-')" 
-q 'k ' (  f"÷'((JT+'-) " 2k f.(UT) f.+ -.._2_k f") 
+ p k'(  f"+' - f"- '  f~,,) _ k 2 f f "+ ' -  f .  
: ' "  ~k qz ~, 2k 
Note that when v = 4, P: = q-, = ~,  and 
T ,2{  - ,[f .+' - f . - '  
,+,~p,.K-~ 2k 
_ ¢(tl 
J¢ l+ l :  " 
Equation (4.17) follows from similar considerations. 
<_ Ck 5. 
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LEMMA 4.7 
If U'/-~, U'~, 0~ '+l and U'/+z E Y, then for n -> 0, 
II[(O_.+, - A.+,)E"+tHI.+, <- C(~(IJ(]'~ +l - u(t.+,)llt" 
+ I10~ +~ - u(t.+z)llL- + IIU7 - u( t . ) l l~)  + k)lllQ.+,e"+'lll.+,; 
forn-- -  1, 
(4.18) 
Ill(B. - ~.)E"III.+, ~ c(~(llU7 - u(t.)lk- + 1107 +' - u(t.+,)HL- 
+ l iNT- '  - u ( t . - , ) l l L  ~) + k)lllQ.g"[ll.; 
and 
(4.19a) 
II l(Bo - .~o)E° l l l , -~  c l ,~( l lU°  - U(to)ll~- 4 - I IO l  - u(,,) l l~= 
\ 
+ 116'~ - u(t2)ll,-) + k)l l lQ~°ll l0. (4.19b) 
Proof. Since Q,+~ - A,+~ = Q.÷~ - Q,+l + Q,,.-~ - A,,+~, (4.18) follows from (4.10) 
and (4.13). In order to prove (4.19a) note that B, - /5  = B, - P, + P, - f',. From estimates 
in Bales[10], it follows that III(P. - : .)E"l l l .+, ~ Ckll[a.E"lll°. Thus it sumces to consider 
B. - P. = plk( 
o 
-L.(UT) + L. 
1 
+ p,k z [ -  
\ 
-L.(UT) + L. 0 




I / 2 I l l (B .  - P . )E" I I I . . ,  ~ [p, lklIT.+,(-L.(UT) + L.)ETII + Ip21kZII(-L.(UT) + L.)ETII 
2 1 /2  __  n + IP..Ik I IT ,+~(L, (U, )  + L,)E~II 
( )lk ~-[p:l kz T'7, L.+z(U7 +') L. , (U]  ' - t )  - 5 eT ,  
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I "~ n - -  I I T . : , ( - LAUT)  + L . )E , I I  < CtIU7 - u(t . ) J lL ' l lL  t~ :ETII. 
I I ( - L . (UT)  + L.)ETII -< C[IU'~ - u(to)I]L'I IL'."E",I I .  
"'- L.)E."_II - Cl tU ,  . [ IT , ,+ , ( -L , ,  (UT)  + " - u(t . )HL . i l L~"E1l l .  
and 
k 2 T[ /2  {_  n+l~ 
L"+I(U~+I) - L"-I(UT-I) E7 
-< Ck(1107 +' - u(t.+,)t lL- + I IUT-'  - u ( t . _ , ) I I L . ) I I L~-ET i l  + Ck'-IIL~"-ETII 
used with (2.3a). (4.3) and (4.4) give (4.19a). The proof of (4.19b) is similar. 
LEMMA 4.8 
For n = 1 . . . . .  M - I, UT-t, UT, UT+l, and 07 +2 (E Y, 
I l l (Q. ,+,  - A.+, )W(t .+ , )  + (B. - f ' . )w( t . , ) l l [ .+ ,  ~ Ck[(1 + k /h) l lu ( t .+ , )  - 07+'11 
+ lit, i t .+: )  - 0'~+:11 + (1 + ~/h)(IIIQ°E% + h' )  
+ I I IQ. - ,E"- ' I I I . - ,  + h" + (4.21) 
Also, 
111(6, - A, )W(t , )  + (Bo - /5o)W(to)] [ [ ,  ----< Ck[ (1  + k /h ) l lU ( t , )  - 01tl 
+ Ilu(tz) - &~ll + (1 + ~/h)(lllQoE°lllo + hr)] + ce. (4 .22)  
Proof. Since 
I /  o Oo) (Q..+, - A.+~)W(t.+,) + (B. - [~.)W(t.) = q,k -L . . ,  + L.+,(07 +') 
__ f ( l )  ^n+2 - -  1 
+ L. . I (UI  ) L.( - L .  + L.+t(U"l + ) + qzk z 
2k +t 
X (w( t .÷ , ) I  
\w")(t.+ 1)/ 
l \-L.(UO + L. 
+ p:k: L.+l(O~.l) _ L.- I(U7 -I) 0 
- + L~" -L.(U~) + L. 
2k 
x (w(t.)] 
\w' , ( t . ) / '  
it follows that 
Ill(b.+, - A.+,)W(t. .~) + (B. - /5.)W(t.)It].., 
<-Iq~[kllT.;~(-L.+, + L.+,(O~'~))w(t.+,)ll 
1,2 - -  n + Ip,lkHT.+,(L°(U,) + L.)w(t.)ii 
+ Iq..lk:l l(-t.-, + t.+,(&7+'))w(t.+Pll 
1 ~ + [q:[~-IIT.:,(-L.+, + L°+~(&",+'))w"(t.+,)ll 
Approximations for second-order hyperbolic equations 
+ IP._lk' l l ( -t .(U,) + t.)w(t.)ll 
+ Ip..Ik'I IT;:,(-L~(UT) + LA)w"'(t.) l l  
(( ,) 2 I/" It -t'- Ln. n÷2 + k T. ;  q,. - L .÷t  2k 
) )l p, ( . - L ,÷d07 "l) - L,_ I(U7 - I )  + "2~: + L~z'w(t.) . 
From (4.8). (4.9) and (2.14) it fol lows that 
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I/'2 { ~ jn  + l ~ ~w:  . - -  I IT .+, ( -Z .+~ + Z .÷, ,  t j) tt..~)][ < C[lu(t.+,) - r.?7+'ll, 
1:2 I IT.+,(-L.(UT) + LAw(OIl <- C(I[U7 - w(t.)ll + hg.  
r).+ I C I [( -t .+, + t . . , (  , ))w(t.+,)fl -< -~ffu(t.÷,) - t)~+'ll. 
[[T.+t(_t.+,l:z + t.+l(OT÷'))w<~'(t.-,)ll - < CIlu(t.÷,) - OT+zl[. 
I I ( -L . (UT)  + L.)w(t.)[ I -< C([IU7 - w(t.)[[ + hg. 
/ l  
and 
TI:2 .÷ , ( -L . (UT)  + t.)w'Z'(t.)[[ <- C[IU7 - w(t.)l[ + Ch r. 
Note that 
+2( l + LL "')w tn.l,2  
L . . I (U7 +t) - L._I(U7 - t )  
+ Pz - 2k + L(f w(t.) 
= q_A-k(L.÷2((jT÷'.) _ L.+2 + L. - L.(UT))w(t._O 
2 
+ P_A-k(L..1 - L.+t((]7 ÷l) + L._I(U7 -I) - L. -Ow(t.)  
2 
L~. '') w(t.), 
and using (4.8) and (2.14), 
I/2 "n+2 IIT..,(L.+2(U~ ) - L.+, + L. - L.(UT))w(t..,)[[ 
-< 6(1107"-" - u(t..-.,)ll + IlU7 - w(/.)ll + h r) 
and 
IIT.;-t(L.+, - L.+,(U"t ÷~) + L._~(UT-') - L._~)w(t.)[[ 
-< C(1107" - u(t . - , ) l l  + NUT-' - w(/ . - , ) l l  + hg. 
Also, 
, .  / . /Lo+: - 1.. 
r" ; ' ~ q'-k- t -2-k LC.l~.l)W(t.+O 
- -  tn - -  1 - p:k:(L°+' ~ L l),v tn,) _____ ckmax{~.+ 1.4} 
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using the fact that q2 = P: when v = 4. The above estimates and (4.3) imply (4.21), and the 
proof of (4.22) is similar: • 
THEOREM 4.1 
Let {U"}~.o be given by Algorithm 3.3 and k <-- C*h for any constant C*. If v -> 3 and 
r -> 3 when N = 2, 3, then for k and h sufficiently small there is a constant C which is 
independent of h and k such that for n = 0, 1 . . . . .  M, 
and 
I I IQ.(U" - w( t . ) ) l l k  ~ C(h" + k ~) (4.23) 
if 
[IU7 - u(/,)ll ~ C(h r + k~). (4.24) 
Proof. Note that (4.24) follows from (4.23), (4.3) and (2.11). 
In order to prove (4.23) when n = 0, note that if U ° = W(0), then U ° - W(to) = 0 and 
)[( 0 u ° U ° = (Qo)- ' (O uO)+ q,k (  u° 1 -L (0)u°  i 
then I I IQo(U o - w(o)) l l lo  ~ Ch r using (2.11). See Bales[l] for more details. Also, HU~ - 
w(/o)llL- -< Ch -'~''- I l i ao (u  ° - w(o))lllo --- Ch-U/:h ", so that U ° ~ Y for h sufficiently small. 
For step (2) of Algorithm 3.3 and, for example, v = 4, 
A k z 
UI - u(tl) = U ° + kPu~(O) + ~ Pu,,(O) - u(tl) 
= U ° - W(to) + w(to) - u(to) 
k'- 
+ U(to) + ku,(to) + -~ u,(O) - u(tO 
k 2 
+ k(P - l)u,(O) + 2 (P - l)u,(O) 
0~ - u(t.,) = U ° + 2kPu,(O) + 2k:Pu,(O) - u(t2) 
= U ° - w(to)  + w(to)  - U(to) 
+ U(to) + 2ku,(0) + 2kZu,(O) - u(t2) 
+ 2k(P - l)u~(O) + 2k"(P - l)u,(O). 
and 
It follows from (2.11) that 
(4.25) 




[]Ui - u(t_,)tl ~ C(h" + k3), (4.28) 
since [IU ° - w(to)]] -< C]][Qo(U ° - W(to))l]lo -< Ch r. Also, from (4.25), (4.26) and (2.13) it 
follows that 
IIUI - u(t,)llc ~ -< C(h + k) (4.29) 
and 
ll0~ - u(t:)llL = ~ C(h + k), (4.30) 
Approximations for second-order hyperbolic equations 
since for a smooth function and 1 <- N -< 3, 
II(P - l)vllL = ~ II(P - Tn(t)L(t))VIIL ~ + II(Th(t)L(t) - l)vllc~ ~ Ch-" ' -h  ~ + C <- C 
and 
IIU o - W(to)[lL~ ~ Ch-~'211U° - W(to)[[ ~ Ch-'~'-l[lQo(V ° - W(to))[lto ~ Ch-'V'Zh" ~ Ch 
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(r --> 3 when N = 3). Thus for h and k sufficiently small t?l and t?~ ~ Y. Therefore, it follows 
from (4.7), (4.12)-(4.15), (4.17), (4.18), (4.19b), (4.22) and the triangle inequality that, if 
k <- C*h  is sufficiently small, then 
IIIQ,E'III, 
+ 
(1 + Ck)[[IQoE°I[I + C[k(h ~ + k") + k 4 
k(l lOl  - u(t~)l l  + I10~ - u(t. ,)[ I)  
(1101 - u( / , ) lk  = + IIt?~ - . ( t z ) l l L  = + I Ig ° - U(to)ll.=)lltQ,g~[ll, 
h 
k 
+ ~ ( l lS  o - u(/o)llL = + lit?', - u(/,)llL ~ + IIt?~ - U(tz)lL=)lllOoE°lllo]. (4 .31)  
+ 
Since IllQoE°lllo ~ Ch ~, it follows from (4.27)-(4.3l) that 
(4.32) IIIQ,E'I[I ~ C(h ~ + kg. 
The proofs of (4.23) when n = 1 for v = 2 and 3 are similar. For h and k sufficiently small 
it is straightforward to see that UI ~ Y. 
In order to prove (4.23) for steps (3), (4), and (5) of Algorithm 3.3, note that for t?7- 
and 0~ '+'  ~ Y it follows from (4.7), (4.12)-(4.16), (4.18), (4.19a), (4.21) and the triangle 
inequality that if k <- C*h  and k is sufficiently small, then 
(4.33) 
[IIQ.+,E"+'III.+, ~ (1 + Ck)l[IQ.f"lll. 
+ C(klllQ.÷,E"+'lll.+, + klHa.- , f"- ' l l l . - ,  
+ k(h r + k9  + k([[t?7 +~ - u(t.+~)[[ + I f '7  "z - u( / .+z) l l )  
k 
+ ~ (llU7 ÷t - u(t .+l) l lL  = + IIU7 ÷" - u(t.+z)l[,= 
+ IIU7 - u(t.)ll~=)llla.+,E"÷'lll.+, 
k 
+ ~ (I IU7 - u(t,)[[L= + lit?7 +~ - u ( / . - , t ) l l c  = 
+ IIuT-' - u(t.-~)II~=)II[Q.E"III.). 
The proofs of the error 
(4.33) (n = 1 and 2) and the estimates 
lit?7 ~ - u ( t .+011-< C(h r + k"-~). 
tl0_. "+z - u ( / . . . . ) l l -<  C(h r + k"-~). 
1107 +' - u ( t , , t ) l kz  -< Ch. 
and 
estimate (4.33) for steps (3) and (4) of Algorithm 3.3 follow from 
(4 .34)  
(4 .35)  
(4 .36)  
II0'~ +2 - u ( t ,÷z) l l c~ ~ Ch. (4 .37)  
Equations (4.34)-(4.37) are proved using techniques imilar to the ones used to prove (4.27)- 
(4.30). As before, it easily follows that U[ and U~ E Y. 
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For  step (5) o f  A lgor i thm 3.3 ,  v -< n + 1 < M.  and the proo f  is by induct ion.  For  each 
v -< n + I -< M,  it fo l lows f rom (4.7) ,  (4 .12) - (4 .16) .  (4 .18) ,  (4 .19a) ,  (4 .21)  and the t r iangle  
inequa l i ty  that if k <- C*h  and k is suf f i c ient ly  smal l ,  then 
[ I IQ .+,E" '~I J ] .÷, -< (l + C,k)IIIGE"III. 
+ C,(ktlla.+~f"+~ll]o+,  kI'~]Q._,E~-~][t°_, + k(h~+ k ~) 
+ k(l{U1 +~ - u(t .+,) l l  + 1107 +: - u(t..2)t[) 
k 
+ ~ (IIU7 +' - u(t,+~)HL~ + IIU7 ~: - u(t,+,_)l lc 
+ IIu1 - .(t.)ll~=)[llG+,f"-'lJl~-, 
k 
+ ~ ( l lu1  - u(t . ) ] lL  = + IIU7 -~ - u ( / .+~) l l c  = 
+ I Iu i - ' -  u(t.-,)llc)lllO.,f°!j].). (4 .38)  
Note that, for example, when v = 4, 
07 ÷1 - u(t .+l)  = 4U1 - 6U I  - I  + 4U1- :  - U1-3 - u(t~+l) 
= 4(U7 - w(t . ) )  - 6(U1 - l  - w(t . _ l )  ) 
+ 4(U I - :  - w(t . _ : ) )  - (U1-3  - w( t . _3) )  
+ 4(w( t . )  - u(t . ) )  - 6(w( t . _ l )  - u( t . _ l ) )  
+ 4(w( t . _2 )  - u(t._. .))  - (w( t . _3)  - u ( t . _3 ) )  
+ 4u( t . )  - 6u( t . _ t )  + 4u( t . _ . )  - u ( t . _3)  - u( t . _O  (4 .39)  
and 





10UI  - 20UI  -1 + 15UI  -z - 4U I  -3 - u(tn+:) 
10(U'~ - w(t . ) )  - 20(U I  - I  - w(t . _ l ) )  
15(U I  -2 - w(t . _ : ) )  - 4(U~ ' -3 - w( t . _3 ) )  
10(w( t . )  - u(t . ) )  - 20(w(t , , _ l )  - u( t . _ l ) )  
15(w(t.__.)  - u(t,,_:)) - 4(w( t . _3 )  - u ( t . _3 ) )  
10u(t . )  - 20u( t . _ l )  + 15u( t . _ : )  - 4u( t . _3 )  - u ( t . _ : ) .  (4 .40)  
It fo l lows  f rom (4 .39) ,  (4 .40) ,  (2 .11)  and (4 .3)  that  
1107 +' - u ( t . . , ) [ [ -<  C2([[IQ.E"][[. + ] ] ]Q._~E"- ' t I ] . _ ,  
+ J I IQ . - zE" - : [ I ] . - :  + 111Q._3E"-3111._3 + h r + k ' )  (4 .41)  
and 
I[O[ *z - u(t.+.)l[ <-C._(I[[Q.E"]][. + ] ] ]Q ._ ,E" - t tH ._ ,  
+ [tlQ._._g"-"ll[._z + !'~]Q._3E"-3111._3 + h" + k~). (4 .42)  
A lso ,  f rom (4 .39) .  (4 .40) .  (2 .13) ,  (4 .3)  and (2 .3b)  it fo l lows that 
1107 ÷' - u(t.+,)lk= <-Ch-'V:(lllQ.E"ltl., + I I IG - ,E"  'f ;.,-, 
+ I I IQ. - :E" - : ] t [ . - _ .  + IIIQ,,-~E°-311].-3) + C(h 3': + k:) (4 .43)  
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and 
IIU7 "z - u(t.~..01t~= ~ Ch-'~-(lllQ~f"l[l. + I I IQ . - ,E" - ' I I t . - ,  
+ I l Ia . - :E" - ' - I I k -= + I I IQ.-~E"-~II I~-~) + C(h-"- + k:). (4.44) 
The induction assumptions are that U'~ E Y and ]][Q,E"]]I, -< ae~"(h" + k9 for n = 0, 1 . . . . .  
M - 1, where a -> 4vC3 + 1, C3 -> 2Cl + CIC,., and C~ and C., are the constants in (4.38), 
(4.41) and (4.42). From (4.43) and (4.44) it follows that if k <- C*h and for N = 2, 3, r -> 
3 and v -> 3, then for h and k sufficiently small 
and 
tlU7 ÷' - u(t..l)llL~ ~ h/3 (4.44) 
1107 ÷: - u(/.~-_.)lk= ~ h/3. (4.45) 
Thus, for h sufficiently small U7 ` ~ and Ut - ~ Y. Also, note that HuT - u(t,)lk= -< Ch -s'- 
I I IQ.E"IL + Ch 3/2 <--- h/3 for h sufficiently small. This estimate and (4.41), (4.42), (4.44), 
(4.45) (or similar estimates when v = 2 and v = 3) and (4.38) imply that 
t l la .+t f " - ' [ l l .+~-< IIIQ.E"III° + Gk(IIIQ..,E°+'III.÷~ + [I[Q.E'[II. 
+ "- + H[Q . . . .  ,E . . . .  ~]ll . . . .  t + k" + hg. (4.46) 
It follows that for k sufficiently small, 
I I IQ .+,E" -~I I I . . , -<  t[IQ.E"III. + 4C3k(II{Q.E"]I[. 
+ "'" + I I IQ . -~+,E  . . . .  'tll . . . .  , + k ~ + hr). (4.47) 
Summing (4.47) f romn = v - 1 ton  = M - 1 gives 
I[IQME~,III,,- I I Ia~_,E=-, l l l~_,  
([IIQ°E"I[[. + "'" + IIIQ . . . .  , f  . . . .  '111o-~, + k ~ + h9  
M- I  
<-- 4C3k Z 
n=v- I  
M- I  
~4vC3k Z 
n=v- I  
ae'~',(h ~ + k v) + 4C3(t, 4 - tv_l)(h r + k~). (4.48) 
Therefore, since a - 4vC3 + 1, 
IIIQ.E~'II[,, _ (ece ..... + 4vC3(e . . . .  e ..... ) + 4C3(tw - t~_~))(h" + k ~) 
- (ae  ..... + (et - l)(e . . . . .  e ..... ) + (e '~' ' -  .... ' - -  l ) ) (h  r + k ~) 
- (ae  ..... + (a - l)(e . . . . .  e ..... ) + e ..... (e ..... - ..... ' - 1))(h r + k ~) 
<-(ae ..... + a(e . . . . .  e ..... ))(h r + k v) 
<-- ae~'"(h ~ + k"). 
- N 2 M Also, note that [Iu~' - w(tM){]c~ -< Ch [IIQ.E II1,, -< Ch- '  :(h r + k ~) <- Ch so that U~' 
Y for h sufficiently small. This completes the proof. • 
5. ITERATIVE METHODS 
As described for the linear problem in [1]. preconditioned iterative methods can be used 
to approximately solve the fully discrete Eq. (3.7). These iterative methods avoid the repeated 
work of new matrix factorizations at each time step. 
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Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space with inner product (., ')H and norm tI'][H = 
(., .),~:. Let A be a positive definite self-adjoint operator on H and consider approximating 
the solution of the linear system Ax = b with b given in H. Let Ao be another positive definite 
self-adjoint operator on H (the "'preconditioner") with the properties that systems of the form 
A0y = z, z E H, are easily solvable and that there exist constants 0 < ~-o -< kt such that 
ho(Aoz, z)tq <-- (Az, z) ,  <- Xl(Aoz. z)E (5.1) 
for all z E H. There are iterative methods (cf.. for example. [14.7,15]) for solving the system 
Ar = b, which, given an initial guess x ~°~  H, generate a sequence {.r'J'}j~ of approximations 
to x and have the following properties. 
(i) Calculating x~p" ~', given {x';~=0, only requires multiplying A with vectors, solving systems 
with Ao and computing inner products and linear combinations of vectors. 
(ii) There is a smooth decreasing function p: (0, 1] + [0, 1), with p(1) = 0 and a constant C 
such that 
IIAo~""(x - x'P')IIH ~ C[p(Xo/X,)FI!A+"-fx - x'°')ll.. (5.2) 
where k0 and hi are the constants in (5.1). 
For the application of these iterative methods to solving (3.7) the Hilbert space H will be 
Sh x Sh and for dp= (~!) ~ & x Sh and ~ ~ S~ × Sh (dO. ~)H -= (~bt. ~)  + (d0Z, +Z). The 
equations in (3.7) can be written 
(; 0) l (; ) 
A~ To At = A~ To fo 
+ P'-k 2 -f_,/U i) + 4f~(U]) - 3f0 
2k 
f,(Ol) 
( 0 ) f2(Ui) - fo 
- q ,k  f , ( ( J l )  - q:k: 2k tl 
and, for n -> 1, (5.3) 
0 (;)(o ( 0 ) 
A.+IU "-I * B.U" -- ptk 
= a,,_, To f,,(UT) 
+ pzk2 . .~ (07-  ~) - f,,-~ (U7 - '-) 0 
T_k - qtk " 1) 
~f._:(U~-'-) - f,,~ U'{) -qak2\  " ~ • 
' ~)  In (5.3) A*_~ is the adjoint of A,.~ in H. The operator (i) /-, is used in (5.3) so that the norm 
[]a' :'l[H is equivalent to the norm ]][Q,,_ ~'tl],,+,- A ~- A,*_~ If, ',~,)A,,_, is self-adjoint and positive 
definite in H. 
From equivalence of the norms and Lemma 4.2 it follows that if k. [!b'~'-~ - u(t , .  ~)I[L'. 
1107--" - u(t.+:)ttc ~, and 11u7 - u(t.)]lc= are sufficiently small and k <- C*h for some constant 
C* . then forO-< n- -<M - 1 
C,[HQ,,_,cD]J[~,_, ~ [[IA,,-,~i'~!~ C:: 0 , , -~  i~-,. (5.4) 
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for all • E Sh × Sh. From estimates in Bales[l] and (5.4) it follows that the preconditioner 
Ao can be 
if q2 = 0, or 
(10 0)(I + catk-~o) (5.5) (I + calk-/o)* To 
o) 
[(I + calk.~o)(l + ca2kZo)]* To (I + catk-/o)(l + azk~o) 
if q,. -# 0, where at and ca,_ are any complex numbers such that Re cat :/= 0 and Re ca2 ~ 0. 
More details on the preconditioner are given in [1]. 
Accurate starting values for the iterative methods are provided by the following extrapo- 
lations of the approximate solution: 
and 
(1~ U n Z,+I(U)  = for0 -<n-<M-  1, 
(2) U n - I - -  - -  Z.+I (U)  = 2U" - for 1 < n < M - 1, 
~3~ 3U "-I  U"-" - - Z .+I (U)  = 3U" - + for 2 < n < M - 1, 
I~l 6U. - I  - -  U n -3  Z.+t(U)  = 4U" - + 4U n-2 for 3 --< n --< M - 1. 
(5.6) 
For the application of iterative methods define U "÷ t to be the approximation to the exact solution 
U "*l of 
(; / 
A* To To fo 
( :o t - f : (O~)  + 4f~(Ol) - 3fo 
+ p,k:  2k 
- qlk f l (O l )  - q2k2 2k 
and, for n -> 1, (5.7) 
A*+ I A.+IU "+t = A*-I  To f.(UT) 
f .+l(( J7 *l) - f . - i (U" l - ' )  0 
+ p._k'- ~k - qlk f.+l(O~,+, ) 
^ )) ~ f,+.,(O'~'~:) - f . (UD 
- q,.k'- \ 2k  ' 
where 
-~.+.(t)7--') - ~'.(U?) 
A.+t = q(k  g .+ l (07* l ) )  + q:k'- 2k 
.!.+l(U7 *l) - Z._dU~,-I)  
B. = p(k  g.(U]')) + p..k'- 2k fo rn -  > 1, (5.8) 
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and 
Bo = p(k  Z'o(U°)) + pzk 2 
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- - / . , (U i )  + 4 z t (6 ' l )  - 3 Zo(U?)  
2k 
As in Bales[ l ] ,  it fol lows from (5. l) and (5.2) that for any small posit ive number 13.+, (after, 
say, p iterations), 
{IIQ.+~(u "+' - U"+')l l l . .~l ~ c13.+, I l IQ, ,+,(u "÷' - us+'){l l , ,÷,.  (5.9) 
where U8 +~ is the initial guess for U "+~. 13,+~ will be chosen to be k v for 0 -< n - v - 2 and 
k for v - 1 - n -< M - 1. This choice for [3,,+~ requires on the order of log ( l /k )  iterations 
at each time step. 
The fol lowing algorithm describes the procedure for approximately solving the fully discrete 
Eqs. (5.7) using a precondit ioned iterative method. 
ALGORITHM 5.1 
For a given posit ive number y we proceed as follows. 
(1) Let 
u °= (w(o) /  
\w '" (O) /  
or let U ° be the approximation to the solution U ° of 
0070 = u, ° + q,k \ _L (o ) .o  / + q:k: 
- L (0 )u  ° 
, (5.10) 
using zero as an initial guess and a tolerance 13o = min{y, hr}. 
(2) Set 
Ut , v = 2, 
(-11 = u ° + kPu,(O), k: v = 3 ,  
U ° + kPu,(O) + - -Pu , (O) ,  v = 4, 
2 
and 
U , v = 2, 
07 = U ° + 2kPu,(0), v = 3, 
U~ + 2kPu¢(0) + 2kZPu,(O), v = 4, 
in (5.8); let U * be the approximation to the solution U~ of (5.7) using U ° as an initial guess 
and a tolerance 13, = min{'y, k~}; if v = 2, go to step (5). 
(3) Set 
~'2ULK -- U °, v = 3,  
Ui = [ 4U', 3U(~ - 2kPu,(O), v = 4, 
and 
f3u l  - 2u  °, ,, = 3, 0~ 
19UI  8U ° - 6kPu,(0), v = 4, 
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in (5.8); let U-' be the approximation to the solution U-' of (5.7) using U t as an initial guess 
and a tolerance of 13., = min{3', k~}. If v = 3, go to step (5). 
(4) Set 0~ = 3U~ - 3U~ + U°t and 0~ = 6Ui  - 8Ut~ + 3U°t in (5.8); let U 3 be the 
approximation to the solution U 3 of (5.7) using U-" as an initial guess and a tolerance 133 = 
min{3', k~}. 
(5) Forv -<n + 1 -<M,  set 
0~,+, I 
2U7 - UT-t,  v = 2, 
= 3U'~ - 3U7 -~ + U]'--', v = 3, 
4U]' - 6U7 -~ + 4U'~-'- - U~ ' -3,  v = 4, 
and 
0~+2 = I 
3U'~ - 2U~ ' - I ,  v = 2, 
6U7 - 8U7 - I  + 3U'~--', v = 3, 
10U]' - 20U7 -I + 15U~'-'- - 4U] '-3, v = 4, 
in (5.8); let U "+ * be the approximation to the solution U"÷ t of (5.8) using Z¢#+ ,(U) as an initial 
guess and a tolerance 13.+, = min{3', k}. 
THEOREM 5.2 
n M Let {U },-0 be given by Algorithm 5.1 and k <- C*h for any constant C*. If v -> 3 and 
r -> 3 when N = 2, 3, then for k, h, and 3' sufficiently small there is a constant C which is 
independent of h and k such that for n = 0, l . . . . .  M, 
IIIQ.(U" - w(t~))lll. ~ C(h r + k ~) (5.11) 
and 
IIU7 - u(t.)ll ~ C(h" + kv). 
Proof. The proof follows from the error equations 
Q,E '  = ['oE ~ + (a ,  - O_,)E' + A , (U '  - -U') [ (o) (:o) 
+ -O_ lW(t l )  + [~oW(to) + p lk  fo + p2k2 f~t) 
t o (o) -, - f2 (U i )  + 4fL(OI) - 3fo 
- q lk f l  - q2k2 ) + p2k2 ' 2k 
- (U I) ) I l l  "I -- f I  (o  
- q tk  Y,(Ol) - f l  - q2t¢ \ 2k  - I~l '  
+ (O-I - A I )E  l + (B ° - Po)E ° 
+ (O.I - A i )W( t l )  + (Bo - Po)W(to), 
and, for n -> 1, 
Q .+,E  "+' = /5.E" + (a .+,  - Q .÷, )E"* '  + A .+, (U" - '  - U" ' * )  
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0 (f,,+ 
f°(UT) - f~ ) 
0 L - t (U ,  I) _ f , _ l (UT- i )  
+ p~k f , (UT)  - f ,  + p2k'- 2k _ f~tl 
/ f~+t( 1 ) - f~+l 
0 _ q~_k2~fn+2(Ul _ f;t, 
- q~k f , ,+ l (07+,  ) _ f.~-t \ 2k +' 
+ (O_...l - A . . I )  E"÷I + (B. - f~,,)E" 
+ (O.+l - A.+l)W(t.+t)  + (B. - [~.)W(t.), 
using the techniques in Sec. 4. The term A,,_ t(U" + ~ - U"")  in (5.13) is estimated using (5.4), 
(5.1), (5.2), and (5.9), and estimates similar to those in Bales[l] for linear second-order 
hyperbolic equations with time-dependent coefficients. • 
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